
 

 

 

 

 

     
 

Baroness FS900 Unique Selling Points 
 

Responsive Steering 

* Lightweight and responsive power  

   steering. 

* Adjustable steering column for operator   

   comfort. 

* Very maneuverable making it suitable  

   for small or large areas. 

Efficient and Clean Collection 

* Highly efficient Sweeper / Collector for use with turf renovations. 

* Leaves an extremely clean surface. 

* Can cover 5,200 square metres per hour. 

Large Hydraulic Lift Hopper 

* A large 420 litre hopper with a dual   

   warning system that notifies the  

   operator when the collector is full. 

* The high dump hopper system can be    

   used to easily empty the load into a  

   trailer or on to the ground. 

* The hopper has a safety stay system  

   to allow safe maintenance of the brush  

   area. 

* Rear support stands to provide extra  

   stability when emptying wet and heavy   

   cores. 

Highly Versatile 

* Ideal for collecting aeration cores from golf greens, tees,  

   approaches and small fairways. 

* Can also be used for collecting grass clippings, leaves and  

   sand. 

* Also suitable for tennis courts, croquet courts and large  

   formal lawns. 

Compact and Ergonomic Design 

* A compact design provides optimum maneuverability. 

* All controls, including brush height adjustment, easily accessible from the  

   drivers operating area. 

* Much lighter than a towed collector option, to ensure minimum  

  compaction of the turf.  

Fully Adjustable Brush System 

* Fully adjustable brush to enable  

   optimum set-up. 

* Adjustable skirt to enable efficient  

   collection of different core sizes and  

   dressing. 

* Adjustable roller down pressure to  

   leave a smooth playing service  

   immediately after collection. 

Powerful and Responsive 

* Powered by an 18hp Briggs and Stratton Vanguard petrol engine. 

* Very quiet and economical to run. 

* Smooth and responsive hydrostatic drive with a fast forward operating speed. 

Innovative Wheel Position 

* The wheels are spaced to ensure no double driving over cores. 

* Alignment of the wheels provides the perfect collection overlap. 

* Twin front wheels provide excellent weight distribution. 

* Soft tyres ensure minimal turf marking and compaction. 

Optional LED Working Lights 

* Bright LED lights enable early  

   morning operation. 

* These lights require minimal power    

   and maintenance. 

 


